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Cell-based design methodologies have dominated layout generation of digital circuits. Unfortunately, the growing demands for transparent process portability, increased performance, and low-level device sizing for timing/power are poorly handled in a fixed cell library. 

Direct Transistor-Level Layout For Digital Blocks proposes a direct transistor-level layout approach for small blocks of custom digital logic as an alternative that better accommodates demands for device-level flexibility. This approach captures essential shape-level optimizations, yet scales easily to netlists with thousands of devices, and incorporates timing optimization during layout. The key idea is early identification of essential diffusion-merged MOS device groups, and their preservation in an uncommitted geometric form until the very end of detailed placement. Roughly speaking, essential groups are extracted early from the transistor-level netlist, placed globally, optimized locally, and then finally committed each to a specific shape-level form while concurrently optimizing for both density and routability. 
The essential flaw in prior efforts is an over-reliance on geometric assumptions from large-scale cell-based layout algorithms. Individual transistors may seem simple, but they do not pack as gates do. Algorithms that ignore these shape-level issues suffer the consequences when thousands of devices are poorly packed. The approach described in this book can pack devices much more densely than a typical cell-based layout.

Direct Transistor-Level Layout For Digital Blocks is a comprehensive reference work on device-level layout optimization, which will be valuable to CAD tool and circuit designers.
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Professional Design Patterns in VB .NET: Building Adaptable Applications (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	It is perhaps easiest to think of a design pattern as a template for a solution. When presented with a

	problem, the first thing we do is identify the defining characteristics of the problem. Then, we examine

	our armoury to see whether we have a generic solution that solves the problem we've characterized. If

	so, we apply the...
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Looking Back and Going Forward in ITISTE Publishing Company, 2008
As dawn broke over the 21st century, Information Technology officially celebrated its golden anniversary … it might be thought that the 50 year-mark would go hand-in-hand with the age of reason, but nothing could be further from the truth. In the extended family of innovation, IT is still the rebellious teenager: immature, incomplete and...
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Python 2.6 Graphics CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Python 2.6 Graphics Cookbook is a collection of straightforward recipes and illustrative screenshots for creating and animating graphic objects using the Python language. This book makes the process of developing graphics interesting and entertaining by working in a graphic workspace, without the burden of mastering complicated language...
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Photoshop CS Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2004
OK, why a book of nothing but tips? Because that's where all  the really slick, really useful, and really fun stuff is. It's true! If we're  looking through a book and we see the word "Tip" we're all immediately drawn to  it, because we know we're about to learn something great. Maybe it's an  undocumented keyboard...
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Numerical Computing with Simulink, Volume I: Creating SimulationsSIAM, 2007
Simulation is the preferred approach for engineers and scientists who design complex systems because it allows them to test a system design's performance standards. This book explores simulation, starting with Galileo and ending with the lunar landing. It provides an introduction to computer-aided system design with SimulinkÂ®, a robust,...
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Solaris 10 System Administration Exam Prep: Exam CX-310-202 Part IIQue, 2009

	In this book you’ll learn Advanced Topics in Solaris 10


	System Administration for SPARC and x86-based systems including:

	
		Administering the network environment in Solaris 10
	
		Setting up RAID metadevices using SVM
	
		Configuring ZFS storage...
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